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enews
PROJECT OVERLOAD

What an awesome phrase.  I see so many talented and highly 
motivated creative people online that do spectacular crafts of all kinds. 
I know they suffer (are blessed....this is a mixed issue, just like all of 
the binary aspects of life... the up-down, good-evil, right-wrong, vision-
boredom, energy-fatigue 

I feel like there are so many things to do, so many captivating 
projects to do that my brain can go into “project overload” mode.
Case in point, I signed up for a polymer clay challenge for 2016, to 
create one object per week from polymer clay for the entire year. Oh My 
Goodness. so much time committed. 

I viewed online a stained glass restoration specialist who re-
purposed the broken glass from previous projects –  which of course is not 
new to me or to most of you, but the actual stained glass painted pieces were retrieved 
from broken windows which each in and of itself is a great display of texture and design just 
waiting to become part of a new panel.

And one project that I just finished during the week of “holidays and time off” during 
the last part of December was a mosaic floor, part of my studio....  this old bathroom was 
cement floor, and redone entirely of scrap and recycled tiles, things from the “dumpster” of 
a local tile shop. I just love those guys at the tile place, they know me, and I appreciate 
them (rewarding them sometimes with cookies or chocolate  ha ha).  

Project overload is a very real syndrome, I wonder if one could google scholar search 
and find whether levels of “good” or “bad” steroids accompany the level of excitement for 
new creations.  It would be a wonderful study, and while likely never to be funded by 
NIEHS, our world and our creativity (next to our main environmental interface – food ) are 
certainly a part of what is NOT US.... in the physical sense.  Oft quoted from Albert Einstein 
“What is NOT ME, is my ENVIRONMENT”, so project overload must affect our health.  
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free pattern for January

Google plus, or  like, or tweet or write a review or “like” of 
facebook, ON ANY SITE linked here and you get a free pattern of 
your choice. (you must email me what you did and the name of 
any pattern, and I will send it)
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